
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discover the Natural Beauty of China at Kayumanis Yangshuo 

In a concerted effort to diversify its growing hospitality portfolio, Kayumanis Goup has launched a 
second property in Mainland China. Kayumanis Yangshuo Private Villa & Spa is located in an agriculturally 
rich county where karst mountains and flowing rivers dominate the landscape.  

Yangshuo County in Guilin, China is a hidden gem that is just waiting to be explored at a relaxed 
pace. Once just a sleepy town that attracted adventurous backpackers, the whole area has opened up in 
recent years driven by the development of a modern infrastructure. Yangshuo is now a resort destination 
offering high-end accommodation options and supporting tourism facilities. 

Encompassed within 18 hectares of prime riverside land, Kayumanis Yangshuo brings an element of 
luxury to a rural village area characterised by its magnificent karst mountains. Featuring a bespoke 
collection of 30 private villas and lifestyle services, it is an exclusive retreat for discerning travellers looking 
to temporarily escape and reconnect with the splendour of nature. 

Kayumanis Yangshuo is supported by a dedicated Spa facility offering a carefully curated menu of 
body and beauty treatments for head to toe rejuvenation. Appetites are satisfied at Nine Restaurant, a 
striking structure designed to seemingly float above ground. It serves Western fusion and Asian specialties, 
particularly from Indonesia, using fresh and seasonal ingredients sourced locally. Other onsite facilitiesfor 
in-house guests include a Lobby Bar, Library Lounge, Gallery and two Meeting Rooms.    



As a picturesque destination blessed with mountains, hidden caves and scenic rivers, Yangshuo 
County, Guilin is considered a jewel in China’s flourishing tourism sector. This agrarian area possesses a rare 
natural beauty that ignites the imagination. Culturally rich with a colourful history that can be traced back 
some 2000 years, Guilin is home to at least twelve different ethnic groups of people. This diversity has 
greatly influenced aspects such as spiritual beliefs, local etiquette along with the region’s artistic nuance 
and specialty handcrafts. All this is just waiting to be experienced at Kayumanis Yangshuo. 

For further information please contact:  
Phone : +62 361 705 777  
Email : experience@kayumanis.com 

 


